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Cartoon strip altered because of 'poor taste'

standings be

rtising appeals

e likely to read
if they were

nor of a raise in
lee as opposed
,tion to twice a

by Douglas Watts
strip," Salem said. "This and not publish it," Salem
Staff Writer
violates the contract and the said.
The Bangor Daily News copyright agreement with the
Ward said the paper did not
violated its contract with the artist."
• consider adding a disclaimer
"Doonesbury" comic strip by
Kent Ward, associate manag- saying the strip had been
deleting a portion of Thursday's ing editor of the Bangor Daily altered. "We didn't consider it.
strip and rewording it, the strip's News, said the decision to It wasn't a big deal."
distributor said Thursday. At _ change the strip was made
Salem said once the syndicate
least-s'even newspapers across "about two-- weeks ago" -by- --tete-wed a copy of the alteration
the country refused tO run
-managing editor Paul Reynolds They would send a letter to the
after it was brought to his atten- paper informing them of the
tion by the publisher, Richard J. contract violation. He said no
"You have to
Ward said Reynolds further action was planned.
watch "Doonesbury." Warren.
was on vacation.
Ward said the alteration was
There's a lot of
Ward said he wasn't aware a "one-shot, spur-of-thethat altering the strip violated moment thing" and before dosubliminal stuff in
the contract. "We didn't given ing it _again "we woukLthink
the background."
too much thought," he said.
long and hard Akita
— Kent Ward, "We know what offends our
Two other Maine daily,
Bangor Daily News readers and the last box (of the newspapers, The Portland Press
strip) was in poor taste." Herald and The JournalThursday's installment of the Ward said this was the first time Tribune of Biddeford, carried
controversial comic strip by a comic strip has actually been Thursday's "Doonesbury"
Garry Trudeau. The strip altered. "You have to watch without alterations. Press
depicted a group of college 'Doonesbury.' There's a lot of Herald managing editor Steve
students crowded into a Florida subliminal stuff in the Riley said he was not aware of
hotel room during spring break. background"
other papers pulling the strip
A Florida paper, The St.
Salem said many papers have and the paper had not received
Petersburg Times, deleted the refused to run certain episodes any complaints about it.
last two sentences of the comic's of the strip in the past and that
The seven papers that refusfinal frame because, ac- is perfectly legitimate. "There ed to run the comic included
cording to managing editor are different editorial standards - The Florida Times-Union of
in Maine than in-California and Jacksonville, The Record of
Mike Foley, "it was dirty."
Les Salem, editorial director we respect that. We fully respect Hackensack, N.J., The Arizona
of United Press Syndicate, their-rights to publish or not to Daily-Star of Tucson, the Si.
which distributes -"Thatines- publish," Salem said.
Louis Post-Dispatch and The
bury," said the Bangor paper
"This undercuts the editor's Buffalo News. The papers said
had no right to alter the comic position. If he alters the strip they refused to run the strip on
strip.
-he's saying the material is not grounds of poor taste and inap"We do not take lightly suitable for publication. He propriateness of the material
changing the content of the should exercise his discretion
for their readerships.

Athletic fee increase proposed
by physical education department
by Eric Wicklund
Staff Writer

( do you spend
at merchants

at you think are
he bad points of

increases in fees for eight intramural sports and charges of
$2 to $3 for use of lockers.
"We have a short supply of
maintenance money," said
Stuart Haskell Jr, director of
physical education
and
athletics, "and no separate
maintenance fund right now.

maintenance fund. and Ames
said they would "put it back
into places where people can see
it being used properly." Ames
also said some of the money
would be set aside for renovation and expansion of existing
facilities, such as raising the
ceilings of two racquetball

In an effort to secure funds
for maintenance and renovations and as a possible option
to the proposal for a recreational fee, the UMO department of physical education and
athletics is proposing raising fees on
certain athletic activities and setting
"Right now we're raising 80 perfees ' for other
cent of our own money. In order to
athletic activities
previously offered
keep operating we either have to cut
free of charge.
back or charge more."
"The athletic
department has
— Dave Ames, assistant director of
such little money to
athletics and recreational sports.
work with." said
David Ames, assistant director of
athletics and recreational sports, "that we either We need general maintenance courts from 16 to 20 feet.
"Right now," he said,
need more money or we'll have throughout the facilities.
"This would not be done with "we're raising 80 percent of our
to cut back on programs."
Ames has proposed a charge a great deal of pleasure," own money. In order to keep
of 52 per hour for use of the Haskell said. "They (the operating we either have to cut
racquetball and tennis courts — students) wouldn't like it, but I back or charge more." •
Haskell said, in regards to a
both of.which have previously think they would understand,
been free of charge — and and it would sure help us proposal by Thad Dwyer, assistant in recreational sports, for
raises in prices for weight room. out."
Haskell said the money- e-recreational fee:Td prefer an
swim passes and use of Alfond
(see FEE page 3)
Arena. He is also proposing would go into a special

Original, as drawn by Gary Trude.u (above).

As edited by The Bangor Daily \ews

Radon:
A potential problem
for Maine residents
by Jim Emote
Staff Writer
Many radon researchers
and doctors in the state are
debating whether the
naturally occurring radioactive gas is harmful or not to
Maine residents as a two-year
study of this question nears
completion.
Radon, which is a product
of radium's decay cycle and
found in granitic regions, has
been documented to cause
lung cancer in uranium
miners, said Dr. Peter Rand,
the director of research at
Portland's Maine Medical
Center. But Rand said that
studies have yet to prove that
such a correlation extends to
Maine residents.
He said, "We have a long
say to go before we know
that."
Dr. Greg Bogdan, assistant director of Maine's Division of Diseasegontrol and
author of the two-year study,
said all the data have not
been thoroughly evaluated
and could not state any
specifics from the study. Hc
did say; however, that people
'who live in homes with high
radon levels for more than 30
sears have a considerable risk
• of&Vet-raping lung cancer.

Bogdan said that lung
cancer rates for Maine men
are even with the national
average, but said that Maine
women have a 17 percent
higher rate than women
nationwide. He said, "If
smoking rates are the same
between Maine women and
the nation's women (than) I
think radon might play a
part in that (17 percent)."
While some dispute that
radon is not linked with lung
cancer, many believe a direct
correlation exists.
According to a recent
newsletter from Sen. George
Mitchell, D-Maine, the Environmental Protection
Agenc!, said that of the
120,000 lung cancer deaths
that occur annually in the
Unitzd States, 5,000 to
20,000 of these deaths "are
attributable to radon."
Charles Hess, UMG professor of physics and one of
the pioaeers in Maine's
radon research, said he
believes that there is a direct
correlation between exposure
to radon in the home and the
occurrence of lung cancer. "I
think it's so.... If it's not so,
we're being exposed to large
quantities of radiation and
(see RADON page

A March of Dimes research
grantee, Dr. Anderson studies the very beginnings of
life before birth when so
many things can go wrong.
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His work reflects the deep
concern of the March of
Dimes in its fight against
birth defects. This kind of
basic research is top prionty, and points the way to the
day when good health at
birth will be the right of
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DISCOUNT BEVERAGES, Itei;
7 Oak St

Downtown Lu,

Michelob & Light
rd
Michelob & Light
2

12 packs

Calvin Wine Coolers
4 pack

Blatz
12 pack

Olympia
barrel

861.S5,99
:a, & der',

$11.50
plus tax & dep

$3.79
plus tax

$3.79
plus tax & dep

$34.00
plus tax & dep

Learn to Sky Dive
• Jump within five mile
trom campus
• Bring hiking boots & cash

-

581 Wits
Brewer. I.
Tel. 32073 989-i
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Down East Parachutes
Box 58; Main Rd.
Hampden, Me 04444
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•Fee

(continued from page 11

all-encompassing fee rather than having
for external affairs, said the proposals
kids pay for separate activities."
for a recreational fee or raising existing
Separate charges, he said, are "a costly
fees for athletic activities will not be
thing, a pain in the neck. la's much easier
decided upon until next semester at the
to just charge everyone one price"
earliest because "too many people have
"If there's a recreational fee." Ames
to be involved and to discuss it."
said, "we wouldn't have to charge" inAllen said he wants the proposals to
tramural fees, court fees and even a
be reviewed by the athletic advisory
possible entrance fee foruse of the field
board, studwt government and the
house. He said such a fee would cost‘the
Council of Olblleges as well as receiving
student 515-20 per yearinput from concerned students and
"Other universities have recreational
faculty.
•
fees," he said. "The University of New
"We'd like to start discussions in the
„Hampshire has a 517-per-semester manfall and make plans for the future." he
datory recreational fee, and *mon* has said. "We'd like to see which is most
a mandatory $43 fee charged upon
feasible: the rec fee or the separate
-enrolling," which lasts for the dura- charges."
tion of the student's attendance at the
Ames said that, if accepted, weight
university — beit. five years or. _fixe
room passes would so from S30-35_per
weeks. In addition, Ames said, Boston
semester and from $55-65 yearly; swim
University has a recreational fee built inpasses would be-raised from 520-25 per
fo its tuition rate, and University of
semester and from .535-45 yearly; and
Rhode Island students recently raised a
Alfond Arena would charge $30 per
referendum calling for a 54-per-semester
semester and 555 yearly. For one-day
recreational tee to be added to existing' passes. Ames said, the weight room
appropriated funds.
'would go from 51-2, the pool would go
"We're so far behind," Ames said.
from 5I-1.50 and Alfond would charge
ridiculous."
52.
Kenneth Allen. acting 'ice pre&ident

ieds
patrol 14k kr•r•
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Maine Press Association Spring
Conference. Hilltop Conference
Center 11:30 a.m. — 9 p.m.

2 p.m., ride at 3 p.m. Meet at
Felker Library steps. Information
827.7651

Soil Conservation Society of
America, Pinettee Chapter.
Spring Meeting. Ramada Inn,
Bangor 9-.30 a.m. — 4:15 p.m.

Fo'c'sle. Lawn Room, Memorial
Union 7:30 p.m.

Entomology Graduate Seminar.
Lisa Tabak: "Insects and
Military Campaigns.'
311 Deering, 12 p.m.
Bike Workshop and Ride to
Pushaw Lake. Sponsored bv
UMO Bike Club, Workshop

UMO Mint Dance Com=
pany:"Calsaret"
Damn Yankee, Manorial Union,
7:30 p.m
Music Department Presentation.
Ginger Yang Hwalk, Lori
Artesani — Piano four hands.
Lord Hall, 8 p.m., students
$1.50, public $3.50.

PUT YOUR COMPUTER
TO WORK STUDYING
FOR THE GRE®

Nightclub

Secret Service—
and special guests from Boston
The Boys
.Sat

ro.an. I •

Communiqui;

April 19

20

IMB
UNITED AUTO
BROKERS

SR P1111
I 031-

581 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine 04412
Tel. 12071 989-6010 - 989-60t1

"Vehic,Jes for all seasons:
Vehicles for all reasons"

ma-ni, %rod,and

lye

Introducing COMPUTER PREPARATION
for the GRE' — new from the publishx
.
2L„
the best-selling SAT software program

1983 Ford Mustang
Canvertible
1982 Dodge Ram
Charger
1981 Ford Escort
1981 Volvo Wagon
1980 Camaro Z-28
1980 Pinto Pony
1979 Ford Fiesta
1979 Camaro Z-28
1978 Ford Custom Van
1977 Dodge Custom
Van
1973 Volkswagon Beatle
prime
1967 Camaro
1982 V-45 Magna
1981 Kawasaki GPZ 550

• Study method proven to increase test scores
• Computer-generated personalized study plan
• Most efficient way to study—program targets
key areas where you need the most practice
• 580 computer drill items and 1000 electronic
vocabulary flash cards plus a comprehensive
review text
• Now available for Apple' II Series and IBM
PC' and PC)r.

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH,PUBUSHERS
University Bookstore, UMO

--c‘t-N0

We List:
Cars
Trucks
Cycles

We List:
Campers
Boats

Ask Us Why You Should
Buy Or List With
United Auto Brokers

ON ANY RENTAL

CX5:k

And Many More!
Financing Available
On All Vehicles

10% DISCOUNT

9

=111E

RENT ONE WAY
OR LOCAL
• TRUCKS
• VANS
• TRAILERS

loss

ZJartran. L

Jartiran

Truck Rent,

4s1 ,aro••••••
••• OM.
901.SU,

trek Nefeal

fto.

No one can rent you a truck like Jartran can.

4 The Datit Name Camp's fnda.1, .4pol IS 1985.

•Radon

(continued from page Ii

•s,'re not getting cancer."
Hess said as radon decays. its progeny
emit alpha radiation that can cause
serious damage to-the eIl lining of the
lungs. Although alpha particles do not
havett deep rants-of penetration. -Hess
said, the range is in excess of the delumi,
lung cells' thickness.
He said as many as 100 Main,
residents isis die cad year due id—csposure to radonin the home.
.
He said that one was that radon enters
the home is Ss hen residents ise well water
originating from granitic areas. Wafer
coming from such a source most likely
will contain radon and when it is used
the radon scapes and becomes airborne
Maine res ent% on public water 4)s:ems
do n
set° be concerned with water

,•
Charles Hess
radon, since the source of most publi,
water is above ground allowing the radon
to .escape before the water is used.
Jerry Lowry. LAIO associate professor
of ciiil engineering and water radon
-rcsearcheL
said he
is
,:urrentls studsing radon in \
public water supphcs

Lours is the design consultant in a
combined project including the Vnisersits of Ness Hampshire. the-state of Ness
Hampshire and Cincinnati EiWfronmen
tal Protection Agents. The project will

container while 'air passes through it
picking up the radon. which is then
sented_out of the house. This method.
fie said. costs between SI,500 and S2,000.
Loa rs said either method is abou•

stomach cancer. Rand said,"We see no'
particular increase in stomach cancer ...

Is radon a threat? ... "Psychologically it's a threat.
If people perceke it as a problem, there is a problem. There's no reason to scare people with this."
—Jerry. Lowry, radon researcher
include a study that will determine what
methods are best suited for remains
radon front aater.
Lowry said there are two basic
methods for remosing radon from ill,:
a. ter L-sin, granular acTiVate caibvin
adsorption is the most cost effectise was
tor remains, the radon, he said. The
other method. which costs a little more.
insolses aerating the water.
The CAC unit. which Low rs said

99.9 percent efficient, but the consumer
can save more money by using a(AC
Jerry Lowry
unit.
Lowry is skeptical of any correlation
•
the
possibility
betwese radon in. the home and lung_. but
still
_- —
cancer rates, but sa-W-Peotile who bring rags.
Rand said water radon does not pose
this correlation to the public's attention
as much of a risk as radon that emanates
are doing a service by: getting people involved in research. He said, "In the worst' from —die soil and enters the home
through cracks in the foundation or gaps
.:ase, the risk is-tiny. There's no reason
to scare people with this."
• around pipes. He said.."Airborneradonsr
is the largest risk."
,
Is radon a threat? "I think it's so. If it's not
. Hess said the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration has set the airso, we're being exposed to large quantities of radiaborne radon safety limit for uranium
miners
tion and we're not getting cancer."
working for 170 hours a momh
at 33 picocuries per liter of air,(a pico
denotes one-trillionth of a unit and a
—Charles Hess, radon researcher
curie is a measurement of radioactise
disintegrations per second).
,.:13slIs between S700 and S8.00, purifies
Lowry said of radon. "Psycholoeicalls
He said although radon levels in mines
water by trapping the radon in the bed it's a threat. If people perceive it as a proare higher than in houses, the miners do
of granular activated carbon. When
blem, there is a problem.(Some)people not
spend
as
much
time
trapped, it continues to decay within the are worried to death about this."
being exposed to radon. He said while
bed and releases gamma radiation.
He said people a ho are worried about
miners may spend 170 hours in a mine
which Lours said would reach no more radon can be relieved by just taking the
per month,"people spend about 95 perthan background level.
necessary precautions.
cent
of
their
time
Loa rs said if people want to avoid this
"(The methods)certainly remove the being exposed
to radiation in the
low-lestl radiation emanating from the radon and give people peace of mind
CC unit. they can remove radon by "bile ae are finding things out."
aeration. One of the aeratitin processes
While some studies indicate drinking
ohes spraying the well water into a water containing radon may cause
(sic RADON
SI
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•Radon

(continued from pige 4)

Hess said the reason safety standards
for domestic radon have not been
established is because there are so many
variables. He said A certain level of radon
in one house could be dangerous, while
in another house that amount. would be
harmless. Hess said the number of air
exchanges in a home is an important factor when measuring the danger of radon.
If the number.of exchanges is around
two per hour, the air containing radon
is being mcned out of the house and
therefore lowering the concentration of
radon in the home,
.
, He said. 'Aserage energy eflicient
--Nu/sex:Moe hatf an au exaange- per
hour. ..-:1-tlotf! facor that. (think it's better
,O pay for the extra heat in favor of in..reased air exchange.
chher-inettiocts for decreasing thelevel
a airborne radon in the home [nctude
sealing cracks and holes in the basement,
increasing ventilation near the source of
he radon- and installing either type of
is attr system-if-water radon- evicts.
Althoughno radon safety lesels have
been established. Rand said people who
are lis ing in homes with 30,000
nicocuries per liter of water or more, or
lace measurements of tise picocuries per
- liter of air or IGOR: should take the
accessary precautions
Lens ry said many measurements done
in Maine hotnes showed levels much
above Rand's guidelines. Hc said a water
sample in Georgetown has shown
measurements exceeding 2 Million
picocuries per liter. He said. "It's the
highest water supply in use in the
morld."
He said just 200 yards from that site.
well water was measured at 30.000
picocuries per liter.
Lowry said the Georgetown well has
-.•/•
.....-

such high readings because "it's influenced by pockets of uratinim." He
also said that the level of radon in that
well's water fluctuates and ,declines to
about 700,000 picocuries per liter on
occasion.
Showing how effective the C;AC unit
is, Lowry said he has reduced the level
of radon from the Georgetown wetl's
-Water below 70 picocuries per liter.
While the forementioned researchers
view Maine's radon situation differently, each says that research should
continue.
.
. Low r% is. current)), testing different .
carbons to see which kinds will work
hest in the GAC Unit. One type, he said,
twice as effective as the carbon now -in use.
Hess said. "Indoor air pollution is
probably 10 to 50times worse than-out--door air pollution, but receives less
research funding.
-Radon is probably the most important and harmful type- of indoor air
Pollution,- he said'
Bogdan said the Maine study, expected to he released next month, is a
useful pilot study that may attract
money Tor further research. He said, "I
firmls. beliese that radon is out there."
Rand said. "I think that the interest
in indoor air pollution needs more attention. (think indoor air pollution is
of greater significance-than-emidoor- pollution."
Rand said of the current study that
"the exposure levels were more than we
expected. but we haven't gorie far enough
to predict the health effects."
Rand said that this study will lead into a larger three,year studs bezinning_
this winter if funding is provided. He
said the new study will focus largely on
lung cancer.

-...,--4,./-1,
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Legend
Average Radon In
Water In pCiil
0-3000 1 7
3 000-6.000
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I his map it Maine's counties shows their average values of radon concentrations in water according 10 a report written hs three t'MO professors.
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Editorial

.•
Selling students out
t sou weren't at the rally held last Thursday
i Arid. 11) on the steps of Fogies Librars. sou
J lnhsed a demonstration on how to sell -out.
gis en bs the leaders of the UMO, student
covernment.

any-one of an idea he obviously is not convinced of
himself? Secondly, the fact that publicity from the
rally had the potential to affect the outcome of the
legislatise decision on the UMaine budget was the
one weapon that could have made the rally
effectise.

'

The rally, billed by its organizer as an
opportunity for students to voice their complaints
about the policies of the UMO administration,
quickls turned into a festival of:bootlicking.
The rally, if its name "Students Are Poeple Too"
meant anything. was an attempt to show the
administration that students: since they are people.
arc responsible adults. The rally .was held to let the
- administration know that students -wish to make,
and be responsible for their own decisions. '
Hosseser. it seems those putting on the rally did
not feel stpdents are responsible enough to use a
microphone
.
The
organizer. Ed Cutting, said there was
the fear that students-would get out of hand, to
the point of trying to incite a riot. There was also
a fear that if students comPlainecrtoo much it
would damage the unisersity's chances of getting
increased state funding.
First, if Cutting beliesed that students would
attempt to start a riot, or that if one student tried
the rest would follow along, he has no business
trying to convince anyone that students are
responsible. How could he possibly convince

It was this weapon that pushed the
administration into "negotiating" a settlement on
-Senior Celebration:Destine what anyone says to
the contrary, the threat of bad publicity stemining
from the rally was the decisive factor in the
administration's decision to allow alcohol at the
-Bash.- But his weapon was not effectively used.
Students were not allowed to air their grievences,
and a lot of issues went unheard. Instead sttlaents
were subjected to candy-coated praise of t hc
administration, and a blatant public-relations
speech from f.resident Arthur -Johnson. _
•

For the price of alcohol at Senior Celebration
the,leaders of student government and the-rally's
organizer allowed a great numbered student
concerns to be swept Under the rugs of Alumni
Hall. They sold out to the UMO administration,
and what the), sold was the student I7oody they
claim to represent.
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Hold
the
mayo
STEPHEN R. MACKLIN

Holding out
for
a hero
Accbrding to the cover story of U.S.
News d World Report, April 22, I985,
heroes are back in sogue with young
.Nmericans.
And just who arc the heroes-of4he4g
to 24 age group in America? A survey
conunissioned by the magazine produced the following results:
•In first place: actor, director, producer, Clint Eastwood.
'In second place, actor, cornedian,
Eddie Murphy
'In third place, President of the
United States(and former actor) Ronakl
Reagan.
'In fourth place, actress, physicalfitness entrepreneur, Jane Fonda.
'Tied for fifth place, actress, Sally
Field. and director, writer, producer,
Steven Spielberg.
•In seventh place, Pope John Paul II.
'In eighth place, Mother Teresa.
!Tied for ninth. singer and songwriter,
Michael Jackson, and singer Tina
Turner.
Not to take anything away from the
arrompli.hmmus of any of those listed
above, but if these are the heroes of the
youth in America, America has some
serious problems.
The reasons gisen by some
respondents as to why Clint Eastwood,
or actually his movie character "Dirty
Harry," was chosen the most popular
hero figure were statements like: "I've
always lfriCti that tough-guy image,"
and "He doesn't go by the book, but he
gets the job done."
I find it not a little disturbing that the
nuMber one hero of American youth is
a Fictional character famous for blowing people's brains out with a large
caliber handgun.
I remember when I was growing up,
heroes were people like John Glenn
when he was the first man to set foot on
the moon. In the early 1970s the heroes
of the day were two reporters for the
Rashingion Post who broke open the
Watergate scandal.
Before that heroes were the people you
read about when you were studying
history. People like George Washington.
Can you imagine the father of our country pointing his musket at a Red Coal
saying, "Go ahead, make my day"?
The worst part about most of the
heroes named irr the survei, is that they•
are not real people. Most of them seemed to have been picked not because of
the person they are but because of the
parts they play. It's disquieting to think
that out of the ten people named as
heroes, all but three(well make that two)
are in show business.
What happened to the real heroes? To
the people you could admire for what
they've done and not the roles they've
played?
It can't be that there are no more. I
can't give up hope that easily. Some day
(here will be another Thomas Jefferson.
or Henry Ford, or Albert Einstein. Soma.
day ...

when
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Response
when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to she editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 1130 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Ariony•
mows letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names volt be withheld from
publiecatan only under special circumstances. The Mame Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and h bel
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italfying rhetoric
To the editor:

ministration's track record. Two
years ago: goodbye to the cabins
and the real Bumstock. Last
year: Res. Life started catering
fraternity parties and the noose
was tightened around Senior
Bash and Bumstock. Last
semester: no more kegs or bottles at the tailgating area and no
alcohol at fraternity rushes.
This semester: no more liquor
ads in the campus media and an
unsucessful attempt to dry out
the Bash.
The rally had the ability to
cure the administration of prohibition fever and their blatant
disregards for student rights.
Not quite though. Instead,
something will happen early
next semester. Either a continuing drying out of this campus (it
will be like Christmas again for
Aceto and Rideout if the
21-year-old drinking age passes)
or we'll get stepped on with
some bogus policy.

I support Michael Harman's
commentary in The Daily
Maine Campus, 4.717. He was
right about the rally. It was supposed to be a rally where
students could complain about
UMO policies use didn't like,
especially the alcohol ban slowly enveloping this campus. A
rally where the goal was to tell
the administration that we were
tired of their making decisions
pertaining to us, without getting
our input and taking our views
into consideration.
The rally started out that way
with two people talking about
the BCC closing and Res. Life's
demolition of the cabins. But
then our-student government
president and vice president
spoke Instead of mentioning,
say, how we the students voted
down plus/minus grading and
it's now being used by some
professors, our fearless leaders
Some of the problem lies
had a brownie competition.
with President Arthur Johnson.
Look guys, I'm not saying you
He's trying to improve the
had to get up there and libel
anyone, but you didn't have to -academics here but he's
dismayed
that college informastab us in the back by praising
the administration. Et tu Brute? tion books like the Yale Daily
In retrospect what conces- News Guide etc., still portray
sions did we gain in respect to UMO as a party school.(Now
alcohol policies? Nothing, it's that's libel). Aceto and Rideout
want to get rid of alcohol
still the same Senior Bash as last
year. Does anyone remember because it doesn't serve an
educational
purpose. Fine, but
how outraged people were last
year when informed that Res. what's the point of having a
five stars for
Life was the sole distributor of UMO with
beer at Bumstock? The ad- academics and one star for
I'm not propossocial
life?
Now
ministration has got to be
with
satisfied. They didn't get their ing UMO should be awash
wanted
a dry cambeer,
but
if
I
ban but no one's going to bitch
gone to
pus
I
would
have
about Res. Life this year. Nice
Brigham Young University.
bit of psychology, I think.
I heard someone at the rally
One more aside to the boys in
saying Dr. Aceto said the Den
Alumni Hall. I assume you're
wouldn't close. Of course not all happy Bumstock is dry this
now that we discredited the
year. Super huh? Want to bet it
liability issue. But, they'll think
takes second place only to a
of something over the summer Grateful Dead concert for the
months to "rid" us of, or dry
amount of pot smoked?
out. This rally or reversal on the
Stephen Cosgrove
Senior Bash isn't going to slow
307 Penobscot
them down. Just look at the ad-

Proud of UMO
To the editor:
I have now been part of the
UMO community for about
three years, and not once have
I felt anything but proud to be
a part of it. I won't complain or
find fault with anyone or
anything in this letter. 1 think
that it is time that we all became
proud of this university. I was
unsure before I came here, but

now if I have a son or daughter
in the future, when of age he or
she will be attending this campus. In closing I would like to
say "Golly," please don't find
fault with everything. Try to be
UMO proud, like me. Thank
you.
Dave Bochtler
138 Somerset
P.S•: Support Bananas!

Alumni Hall future already set
To the editor:
Last week, a reporter from
The Daily Maine Campus interviewed me on the subject of the
space in Alumni Hall that will
become available when MPBN
moves. I was quite surprised
when asked when and by whom
the decision was made to move
administrative units into the
Administration Building of this
campus. I know that a plan to
move administrative units out
of other buildings into Alumni
Hall had been approved in the
facilities improvement portion
of the long range financial plan
and that it had been specifically included in the recent bond
issue that was passed by the
state Legislature, signed by the
governor, and approved by the
voters of Maine. Thus, since I

have been in my present job, I
ter service to the students. Adhave been unaware of any other
ditionally, there has been conpossibiliy for Alumni Hall.
siderable interest, for some
Perhaps my ignorance of this
time, on the part of other UMO
issue misled some of the jour- departments, to get adnalists who have written about
ministrative units out of other
the issue in the past week.
buidlings.
Although, I still do not know
Although it is true that
the complete history, I have
S500,000 has been allocated for
the renovation, nearly $150,000
learned the following:
The decision to move ad- of this is for access for the hanministrative units into Alumni dicapped, which is needed
Hall was made by the previous
under any circumstances.
administration and was the
I hope that the above inforbasis for the inclusion of this :1nation puts in a little better
item in the long range financial
perspective the reasons for the
plan and the unisersity bond
forthcoming renovation to
Alumni Hall and-why it is not
One of the -motivations for
possible at this time to change
this was apparently a desire to the original plans.
bring into one central location,
that was accessible to the
Chick Raugh
business office, the registrar,
Acting Director,
and student aid offices for betFinancial Management

7

Loan cuts threaten students
To the editor:
The Reagan administration is
proposing drastic decreases in
financial aid for college
students. The president currently is under the belief that student aid is "overly generous!"
His plan, which will be voted on
this month in Congress, would
eliminate Guaranteed Student
Loans(GSL)to students whose
families earn more than $32,500
a year. He would also limit the
total amount of federal aid to
any student at a maximum of
$4,000 a year.
These budget cuts would'affeet over half of all students
currently receiving aid. 'We, the
undersigned students of UMO
are extremely concerned that
these proposed cuts will not
allow many students to return
to college if these cuts are
approved.
-

We urge students to contact
their senators and congressmen
and voice their displeasure with
the president's proposed educational cuts. If the United States
wants an educated citizenry
then they must be willing to
make an investment in college
students by granting us loans
and other forms of financial
aid. For we are the learners of
today and the leaders of tomorrow; the future rests with us.
You may contact Maine's
congressional delegation by
calling or writing to the addresses listed below.:
Senator George Mitchell
202 Harlow Building
Bangor, ME 04401
945-6024
Senator William Cohen

202 Harlow Building
Bangor, ME 04401
947-6504

Representative Olympia Snowe
202 Harlow Building
Bangor, ME 04401
942-6308

Jeff Kelcourse
David Mills
James Caldwell
Jon Despardins
Eleanor Donahue
Terry Burns
Michelle Ames
Lori A. White
Tamara G. Carter
Jacqueline M. Morin
Mary-anne Hall
Laureen D. White
Andrea A. Hoshaw
Julie A. Springer
Paula Ashton

SEA could sell popular concerts
To the editor:

In response to Wade
Blaufuss' letter (4/17/85), the
problem with the SEA concerts
is not a lack of interest in concerts themselves, rather it is a
lack of interest in the groups
that SEA gets for concerts.
Students don't go to concerts
just for the sake of going to any
concert — they go to hear music
that is popular with them. They
go to hear groups with an
musical
established
background. True, that a band
must start somewhere if it is to
ever become an "established"
band but to charge $11.00 a
ticket on a college campus for
a group that has not yet
established itself musically in
the United States and cannot
maintain the interest of the au-

dience (having only one top-40 booking concerts, listing the
groups you could get, and asksong) is unjustifiable Wg1Iestablished groups.(such as J. ing how much students would
be willing to pay for each group.
Geils who was SEA's last sucFrom that information you
cessful concert) could charge
that price because they have- a could tell what groups would be
greater repertoire and more successful here and what ones
wouldn't be. Also, SEA would
well-known tunes with which to
keep the audience's interest. stop taking such a loss on
They are worth the price. To tell concerts.
I, personally, am not going to
us that there would be no more
"big name" concerts at UMO the General Public concert
bCause
e:
I don't feel it will be
unless students start showing interest now sounds like a threat. woh the $11.00 a ticket. I hope
1 don't think you are in any in t e future, instead of scolding
th students and telling us that
position to threaten to punish
the student body by abolishing thi one must be a success
before
we can have any future
just
because
concerts as a whole
----Concerts, SEA will simply conour musical tastes aren't What,
sult the students and ask them
you expected.
'.what they want in the first
A good way to get the results place.
you want might be to send a
survey around campus an apDeborah Gordon
propriate length of time before
305 Androscoggin Hall
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• were at UMO. you must attend an NDSL exit in- •
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interviews for •
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NDSL RECEIPIENTS

last names A to L will be held Monday evening, •
April 22nd. at 7:00 pm in 101 Neville Hall. For
last names M to Z. the sessions will be neld
Thursday evening. April 25th at 7:00 pm in 101
Neville Hall. You may attend the other session •
•
'• if you cannot attend with your proper group. If •
• you cannot attend either session, please con- •
•
•
•
• tact the Loan Department at 581-1533.
•
•

THE

...is looking for Advertising design and layout
personnel for the fall of '85.
Artistic ajoility, computer and/or typesetting
skills, pas% up experience, bear-band in
design/graphics will be helpful.
Sophomores and juniors with a three hour
time block during mornings or early afternoons
are encouraged to apply.
Work study preferred but not necessary.
Apply at the Maine Campus Advertising
Office
(basement of Lord Hall)
Deadline - Friday, April 19

••,,,•,.•.•••—•—•_•—•-•......,.41t
•
•

WTOS
proudly presents

1
Geoe°vo3"c
EngI
itOrrnerIV

with the Charlie Peacock Band as back uo

University of Maine at Orono. Memorial Gym
Today Only
General Public Tickets • 2 price. Buy your first
ticket, get the second at '2 price

Tickets available at:
UMO Box Office
Grasshopper Shops/ Bangor & Ellsworth
Record Connection/ Waterville
Everyday Music/ Farmington
Record Exchange? Portiand

••••

For

further info contact SEA at 581-1802
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Friday, April 26, 1985 8:00 p.m.
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Deal

UMO Students- $11.00
Others- $12.00
$1.00 more the day of show

Maine Campus
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Summer 1985
Two Positions
Work Study Preferred

Conduct campus tours, interview
prospective students, assist with
ii general office duties. May 20 - August
30.
Articulate, strong communication
skills. Submit resume with prior work
experience and campus activities.
Interviews: Contact Mrs. Applegate, Admissions Office, Chadbourne Watt 581-1561,
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C
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Cable television entrepreneur bids for CBS
NEW YORK(AP)— Cable television
pioneer Ted Turner unveiled a brash bid
Thursday to take control of CBS Inc
without spending any cash and against
the resistance of the nation's top-rated
television netfrork.
Industry analysts, who disagreed on
the exact value of the multibillion-dollar

proposal, voiced skepticism that Turner
could pull off such a coup.
CBS has vowed to remain independent
but had nothing to say about Turner's.
announcement. However, the Atlantabased broadcaster, yachtsman and
baseball owner won immediate support
from Fairness in Media, a group

Britain expels two Soviets
for questionable activities
LONDON(AP) — Britain on Thursday ordered a Soviet diplomat and an
Aeroflot official expelled as spies, but
said it s,till hoped to maintain Prime
_ Minister Margaret Thatcher's drive to
improve relations with Moscow.
Given seven days to leave Britain were
—Capt. Oleg Alexandrovich Los, 44,assistant naval attache since November 1982,
and Vyacheslav Anatolyvich Grigorov,
37, a charter flight manager for the
Soviet state airline Aeroflot since May,
1982. Both are married and have
children.
The Foreign Office said Los, who has
diplomatic status, "had been found to
have engaged in activities incompatible
with his status," while Grigorov
"engaged in unacceptable activities."
The phraseology is a euphemism for
espionage. The Foreign Office gave no
other details of their activities.
Guennadi I. Shabannikm. Soviet Em-

bassy press attache, said,"The embassy
would like to make it absolutely clear
that this unwarranted action of , unfriendly character--is without any foundation whatsoever."
Same previous` expultion cases
brought retaliation by Moscow, and the
Foreign Office said Thursday that the
government "would take an extremely
serious view of any attempt to
retaliate," by ordering Britons out of
Moscow.
Soviet Ambassador Viktor I. Popov.
was called to the Foreign Office by Derek
Thomas, a deputy secretary of state, to
be told of the expulsion order. Despite
the order, Thomas said, Britain
"wished to improve bilateral relations
and expand contacts with the Soviet
Union. Our policy is and remains serious
and realistic but vigilant in the search for
greater mutual security and confidence.

hree hour
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ivertising

associated with Sen. Jesse Helms, RN.C., which had sought to buy enough
CBS stock to "become Dan Rather's
boss."
Turner Broadcasting System Inc. "has
no Oaks to make fundamental changes
in the CBS television network,"
Turner said Thirsday. "TBS will seek to
improve the quality, objectivity and
diversity of CBS programming."
Ile refused to answer questions—
"I want to make it very clear that
Turner Broadcasting is acting on its own
and hai no connection with any ideology
or other group in this transaction,"
Turner said. • • ••
If Turner succeeds, it would be the-se...cond change of ownership among the nation's big three networks. Last month,
ATnerican Broadcasting Cos. andCapital Communications Inc. announced that they would merge in a friendly
$3.5 billion deal. That plan is still sub-

ject to approval by federal regulators and
shareholders.
Turner said he is offering a package
of stock and notes in his own Atlanta
based Turner Broidcasting 9ystem
for each of CBS's 29.7 million shares
outstanding. He said that he is offering
no cash and that he has no partners.
His Cable News Network said those
_securities would be worth $175 a share,
making the deal worth about $5.2
billion. Wall Street analysts put lower
values on the deal, one as low as $120
a share.
Turner's bid, which also requires approval from the Federal Communications Commission, was outlined in
documents submitted to the FCC, the
-Securities and Exchange Commission,
the antitrust division of the Justice
Department and the Federal Made
Commission.

NEWCO M NRKET
Main St., Orono 866-7710

Budweiser & Budweiser Light
12-12 Pc cans
Humpty Dumpty
8 oz ripple chips
All Gallo 1.5 liter
save S1 00
Coke & Diet Coke
612 oz cans
Korbel Champagne
750 mil save $200
Agency Liquor Store

plus tax j
g 5c;e9p9
.99'

plus
j
3t.a4g9
$1.89
plus tax & dep
$8.99
plus tax

Food and Beverage Center
Orono's Largest Independent Grocer
and Beverage Center
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24 HOUR
SPECIAL

COORS
4

car bottles
12 oz bottles

$999 Reg '11'

WEEKEND
SPECIAL
Fri & Sat. Only

COORS
12 packs
12 oz cans

$599 Reg, 16'
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Valuable Coupon
THRIFTWAY - ORONO

ONE DOLLAR OFF
12 pieces or more
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Double Crisp

FRIED CHICKEN
Exp. 5/15/85
Limit One Coupon Per Customer
or

s
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SENIOR WEEK
April 22 - 26
Monday: Senior Theme Party
(in the Damn Yankee)
Tuesday: Important Class Meet ig
(in Bennett Hall)
Wednesday: Faculty
Wine & Cheese Party
(in the Damn Yankee)
Thursday: Pub Night
at local bars
Friday: Senior Challenge
Celebration at the
Alumni Center 1 - 4 p.m.
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Sports

Hesli

by Chuck Mown.
Staff Writer

Softball and tennis teams at home this weekend
• lust-Morris
Staff Writer
The softball team plays its first home
games this weekend after raising its
record to 8-12 with two wins,in its last_
three contests.
The University of Connecticut travels
to Orono for doubleheaders on Saturday
(12 p.m.) and Sunday (10 a.m.) at the
field behind Lengyel Hall. Coach Janet
-- —Anderson said L1Conn is "pi6bably the
' best team in the Northeast:"
"11.1Conn) is really playing good
ball." she said. "We're really going to
to be aeeres.ne at [he bat and we
_ have
.
have to have the attitude that we can heat
them.
"This is really goine to be a test, but
were a very determined team. It thes

The learns team plays two in-state
tte- usiighilr that could be their ed her record to 5.1.11.n.the second game
matches over the weekend. Saturday at
of the twin bill. Claire Betze improved
downfall because we play excellent softI p.m. the Black Bears travel to Colby
her pitching mark to 374 with the 6-1
ball."
College and Sunday the UMO squad is
Anderson said playing home will be victory.
the host lqa_ucuttest with Bowdoin Cola "plus" for the Black Bears.
In TUesday:s game at Han irttrniver- lege. The Sunday match begins at It a.m.
should
seesot&
"This weekend you
_sity the UMO defense collapsed to allow
Coach Ron Chicoine said both teams
excellent Division 1 softball." Anderthe Crimson to score four runs in the will give the Black Bears strong
son sai4. "There's not going to be a betbottom of the last inning to beat the competition.
ter opportunity to see better Division I
Black Bears 76. Anderson said the loss.
"Colby. has lost some-of their players.
ball."
Which dro_pped Maine's ECAC record to hut they're always- strong,'' _Chicoine:
On !donde:. Anderson said the Mask
2-1, was tough to take.
said.
"Bowdoin's tough too. Bowdoin
Bears played-well in their doubfeheader
• "Our defensive Play has to become didn't lose anybody from Iasi year.'"
sweep at Holy Cross College.
After Tuesday's 5-4 loss to the Univer"We kind of had a slow start in the consistent." Anderstan said. "(The,et':
_fitst game." she said. "because we had rors).have to stop. The players have to sity of Southern Maine Chicoine said the
Bearcare going-rolfracifee-ritay=
-Black
s
--us
ast—
I
thiririfweeks.
It
took
the
game
evers.Aymte.
be in
not played for two
inning or two to get back in year."
jtist a matter, of keepin the same inten- ing doubles. USM won all three double
The Black-Bears-won-the first game sity. from start to fini the intensity' matches Tuesday to come from behind
and steal the victory from UMO.
With the sictory Kim Thibeau rais- cannot diminish."

one 126-123

-Celtics squeak
BOSTON AP)— "We had to play the
best basketball we could play in the last
few minutes to come out with a w
said veteran guard Danny Ainge.
And eseryone had to agree Thursday
night after the detending champion
Boston Celtics surs ised a scare for a
126-123 sictors over the upstart
Cleveland Cavaliers in their opening hid
fOr a 164h National Basketball Association title.
''I'll tell sou one thinc, we can`pias

uniutnniv
imams

with them." veteran gunner World B.
Fri:e. said. "Nle didn't .in the game. but
We played a hard game, not the way they
thought it would be."
"Our players have been saying for the
last week and a half that we respect
Cleveland, but no one beliesed
Boston coach K.C. Jones said.
"They know how to play down the
stretch, we're just learning." said
lyseland-eoach George Karl. "I thought
id a good chance to beam hem. and
Summer and Fall Rentals in
"The-Woods'

T illWATEN AV. 04.0 TOWN 327,3850

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIN FOR
BEST PICTURE!

<tk•l- THE

III'IJ
GROUP
us
1-tvtAr-114‘

ANINDEUS
Of1130M

/7

a.
Tzi'

-1,PG

Fri./Sat. • 6:30 & 9:30

out all the stops before edging the
Cavaliers.
Led by- Ron- Hinson, John Bagley and
Frew-Cleveland took the lead away from.
the Celtics with 3- minutes remaining.
- However. NIcHale scored on a baseline
And the Celtics, who Wen: outhot.
53-44 in field goals, had good reason-\o pop and a free throw to ignite the
Celtics. Bird hit on a short tallaway. but
be concerned.
Cleveland. non beaten 20 consecutise Free regained the lead for Cleveland with
times in Boston Garden since Oct. IA. , a Loup 123-122.
AlcHale cashed two tree throws with
1978. rallied from a 13-point deficit with
ni.77 remaining and then, -after the •
h third
just ewer four minutes left 1al 1-e
Ca
tiers lost the ball out of bounds.
period.
Ale le took a pass from Bird and sank
Howeser. Larry. Bird. who had 40 a h
shot over big Lonnie Shelton _
points. arid-KevillAtc-H-ate...-TChiS hit TOT- with 2.-ivseconds left.
nine of his 26 down the stretch, kept alive
Edgar\Jones missed on a 22-foot
Boston's streak and preserved the home three-poini\attempt to tie the score. but
court advantage in the best-of-t ne open- the ball came,back to Free. Then, as time
trig round playoff series., which continues ran out. Free'
.., three-point attempt
here Saturday.
.
bounced off the,rim.
The(cities built a 13-point lead with
Johns.*
had 15 points. Ray
Dennis
just over four Minutes remaining in the Williams 12, and Dapny Ainge 10 kir the
third period and then were forced to pull Celtics.
4
ammo..
soOOOOO OOOOOnosiescissmommi

I know we can heat them."
"There was some concern when sic
were do.n -tW four. 121-11", ulch less
than four minutes remaining." 'Y.Ainge

We are offering summer rentals
on a weekly -basis at Evergreen
Apartments. We are also taking
reservations for ale fall., fully
furnished, all utilities paid.

STILLWATER RIVERPLEX
APARTMENTS

Property Investments
2 Hammond St., Box 673
Bangor, Maine 04401
- 9424815

Now Leasing for 1985-86
Call for Details or Appointments
to see Model.Apartment

Black Bears live in 'The Woods..

PRESENTED BY THE
UNIVERSITY Of MAINE AT ORONO
SCHOOL Of PERFORMING ARTS
DEPT, OF THEATRE/DANCE_

MOM
4' * ..

TUESDAY, APRIL 23 TM/ SATURDAY, APRIL 27
:PSIr
IAATINEE: FRIDAY, APRIL 26 AT 2:00 PM.
EVENINGS AT 8.00 PM. HAUCK AUDITORIUM
' -Call: 581-1755

,/
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Dine said both teams
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e scored on a baseline
throw to ignite the
a short tallaaay. but
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Ps Chuck Mows
Staff Writer

another U MO mark with her 25.6 in the
2(10. That broke Lisa Clementes UMO
best of 26.2.
It - was her first attempt at the hepHeslam said she was surprised she ran
tathlon, the women'., version of the
so much faster than her 26.5 seed time.
decathlon. hut LAIO track member Beth
— "I just decided to go out of.the block,
Heston)shook aaav the butterflies in thc
like it was 100:mmers." she said.
-0-sso-day -event -an-the B0.4011- college—
Ahead of Heslam ifter four events
Relay. Tuesday and Wednesdas to set a
were Williams ,(3159), Sue Goode of
university record of 4.545 points. In the
Boston
Collegs 12698, and Martha
process she set LIMO bests in thre.eof
White of the Commonwealth Athatic
the seven esentC: the 100-meter hurdle,.
Club 42684
the 200-meter run and the long lump.
Heslaqt hoax...Yet, dominated the seThe hemahlon consists of the abosc
three events and the high jump, shot put. cond day as she ,son tha4o jump and
javelin and the 800.
the 800. The long jump AaS the first .
The Competition started oft ssell lot
event of the doe 'And Heslani leaped past
Hestain as she s-erassehool creme(of 15.2- The -rest of the competition with her
in the hurdles. Only Springfield College*.
mar[of 18-7. The 747 point, she earnJanet Williams ran taster. In the second
ed pushed her into second-place.
inent(MO jump)on Tuesslay. however.
"That. put ber in second and she
Heslam lost a lot of ground and fell to
staved there.' Ballinger said. "Her
Tourfh
ot 4-6 gay c her
only 481 points,compared to the 815 she
got • in the hurdle,.
•
I, °act) Jim Ballow said the high
-7-- jump-is Heslam',-weak event.
"It lust makes me work hardet m
rest of the event.." Heslam saidAtter the shot put (31-2) and the 200
lieslarn %manned in fourth at Inc, end
of the first day with 2,604. In the final
eseni on luesdas., houeser. Heslam set
•

marks were so. much better than'
everyone else's."
Goode only got 506 points in the long
jump and thus, Heslam had a 147 point
lead on Goode in the fight for second.
White had to drop out of the competition because of a back injury. It would
be rhe closest Goode would get to the
silver.
Heslam increased her lead on GoOde
in the sixth event by 74 with her throw
of'874 in the javelin. Goode only had
one more event to try to catch Heslam
Heslam denied the Chance as she won
the 800 in 2:23.3.
Williams won-the entire competition
with 4,896 and_liocicie was third with
•
"At the beginning of the second day
I thought I would be tight Born the first
day," Ffeslam said. "but I was loosened up well for the long jump. The long

jump ... got me psyched because I hit my
jumps."
The .en's and women's tract teams
conmete in the Boston College Relays
Saturday. The B.C. Relays is a week-long
meet.
9sOmeh's coach Jim Ballinger said the
strong people for Maine wirbe Ann,
England, Rose Prem. Helen Dawe and
Theresa Lewis in the middle and longdistance events; and Connie Mollison,
Kathie Petrie and Elizabeth McCiarrigle
in the hammer.
Men's coach Ed St yrna said his squad
will be ledary distance runners Glendon
Rand, Jon Rummler and Gary Dawson;
weight men Jeff Shain and Joe Quinn;
hurdlers Peter Rooks and Dan Martin;hieh jumper Randy Merchant; sprinters
John Cowan and Tim Dyer: and middle
distance runners Shawn High). John
Boucher and Greg I etourneau.

Daniel N. Brooks. O.D.
I Farnitv, Eye Care
I Contact Lenses
756 .5 "a'e' Aye
E13,7o, M 044C'
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HOW YOU GET TREATED
DEPENDS ON THE UNIFORM
YOU WEAR.
Earn the right to wear one of ours,and you'll be treated with all the respect and
dignity accorded any Army officer.
Because you'll be one—a commissioned officer in the US.Army
You'll earn a salary commensurate with civilian nursing pafA with exceptional
benetits which make your salary go farther,such as food and housing allowances.
You will also get a chance to grow to further your skills, and to continue your
education
And to serve your country
To find out what it's really like living in an Army Nurse's uniform,talk to someone who knows. An Army Nurse Corps recruiting specialist.
L,

BANGW.

i•
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ARMY NURSE CORPS.BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
Corning Soon •
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Affordable Condos at Evergreen
in
"The Woods"

Starting at $36.000. consider owning a one-bedroom condominium at Evergreen in "The
Woods." We can show you_why it may cost you or your parents less at Evergreen then-in the
dorms.-Call for our brochure and visit our model by appointment.

See us in the Union
April 22, 23 & May 1
8:00 a.m.'5:00 p.m.

Property Investments
Realtors
942-4815
This is not an offer to sell units at Evergreen. This offering
statement.

may only be made by the offering

Black Bears live in "The Woods"
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Vermonters are keys to Bear pitc
hing staff

by Rick Lasses
Staff Writer

As different as their physical apPhysically, they are a bit like a tall
pearances are, their pitching styles are
Oliver Hardy and Stan Laurel. On
the
also. Morse is a hard-thrower, with his
mound, the only members of the Maine
fastball reaching speeds in the high 80's
baseball team from the state of Vermont
and
also possesing a sharp Oder. In
are being looked at by Maine head coach
1984, Morse struck out 81 batters in 81
John Winkin to spearhead the Black
inning
s.
Bear pitching fortunes. along with ccBalton also posseses a strong fastball,
captain John Kowalski. They are the exJunior Mike Ballot'
but his out pitch is a biting curve. Ballou
perienced veteran and the fresh
man
(above), along with
is the type of pitcher that gives up about
phenom trying to overcome the
a bit per inning, but always gets the big
Scott Morse are the
,ophornore tins.
out.
only pla)ers from
Mike Ballou and Scott Morse are beThat ability is a quality Morse
trig coun(ed on to .lead the Maine
Vermont on the
admires.
baseball team back to Omaha. Neb. and
UM() baseball (eam.
Right now, 1 consider Mm to be
the College World Series for the fifth
(Lasses photo)
smarter than me on the mound. Morse
consecutive year, after spending their
said.
high school days reading about one
Still, there 0 room for criticism from
another in the newspapers, but never
the sophomore.
competing against one another.
"Not to criticize his weight, but (think
Ballou, a 61foot-2, 230 lb. junior from
iflielost -a few pounds he could throw
South Royalton, is the tall Hardy.
.a lot harder," Morse said.
Known as "Buck" to his teammates, in
• Nevertheless. for a man with whom
his two years.at. Maine he has shown
pitching is the key' to success, the
himself to be a money pitcher, winnin
two
g
Vermonters are the keystone to the
the NiCAA Regional — clinching games
named the most saluable player of
Maine
staff.
the
• both years.
Maine,
the only school that did so.
tournament, and that tournament
"Those two guys have the potenti
was
Morse, a 6-foot-2. 195 lb. sophomore
Meanwhile, a year earlier. Ballou
al to
the way he ended up in Orono.
had
be the center of our staff," Winki
from Bellows Falls, returns after
alread
y
spent his freshman year at
n
a
"Wink (coach Winkin) was there watsaid.
"They'
ve
freshman season that saw him post
got
to
Maine,
deliver
posting a 4-5 record with a 3.07
in the
a
ching Mike and he happened to
league. They've got to put us in the
10-0 regular season record, with his onsee earned-run averag
toure. In high school, nament_
me," Morse said. "We talked for a
That's.the burden that rests
ly loss of the year coming in the Colleg
Ballou posted a 32-3 record, losing
e
while and he asked me if I was interested
two
with them."
World Series against the University of
games in his freshman year, one in
in coming to Maine."
his
Both pitchers, who pitched for
Miami, Ha. Earlier in the year, Morse
sophomore season, but winning three
the
Northern League's Saxtons Riser
At Bellows Falls High School, Morse
held the Hurricanes hitless for 71
state Class S championship games
Pirates
/
2
for for the past two summers,
was 8-0 in his senior year throwing three
innings.
are planning
South Royalton High School.
to broaden their baseball horizons
no-hitters. In the state Class L quarter.
Ironically, however, after all of the
Balton was actively recruited by not
in the
summer of '85. Morse has been
final game, Morse struck out 18 in
notoriety each received in Vermont duronly Maine, but also by former Univer
signed
by
Hyannis in the Cape Cod League
defeat
ing
Mount Si. Joseph Academy.
ing their high school days, the only time
sity of Vermont coach Jack Legett, who
,
while Ballou is still considering an
However, Morse was held out of the
they faced each other was in the 1982
had taken the top job at
offer
tern
toiplay for the Anchorage Glacier
semifinal, bring saved for the final
Vermont Statot,American Legio
Caroli
Pilots
na University.
n
the Alaskan League.
against top-seed Burlington, and the TerBaseball Tournament.
"Leggett wanted to take me d'oslsn
But for now, the two are concen
riers lost to Brattleboro 3-2. During that
"He beat me 1-0. I had a one-hi
there with him." Ballou said. -It came
trating
tter
senior year, Winkin kept in contact. and
and he had a four-hitter," Ballou said.
down to going there or to Maine. I guess just on the eastern schedule and on
the possibility of an unprec
Morse was on his way to Orono.
"Then the next day, I got two saves
endent
I
came
ed
here
for
the winning tradition, fifth consec
and
utive trip to the College
he got a loss. We 11.,
plus it's closer to home."
esi, so much we
"II liked the university, and 1 liked the
World Series.
couldn't lift our arms the next day.
"
physical education program. I knew
Ballou's team, Hartford Post 26, Won
Maine had a top notch program,
TAKE A 20-MINUTE VACATION
the state championship defeat
and
AT
ing
that they had a winning tradition,
Morse's team, Bellows Falls Post 37,
two
Morse said.
games to one. Interestingly. Morse
was
Morse was offered a scholarship bs

the
dail
v 01. X( \
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Applications for
Editor & Business Manager
of the Maine Campus, Prism
and editor of The Maine Review

7 Days a week, Monday - Satur
Using the most efficient & adva clay 7-9, Sunday 10-8
nced UVA Tanning Beds
in the industry.

will be accepted until
12 noon, Wednesday, April 24
Applications are available in
Room 107 Lord Hall
Interviews will be held on
Monday, April 29
at 10:00 a.m. - 102 Lord Hall
These are salaried positions

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFF
ER
6 Visits $29.00

989-1353

397 Wilson Street
BREWER SHOPPING CEN
TER

I
I
I

Your First Visit To
TROPICAL AIR
with coupon

for only
$1.00

ARALIOLINALWAIMiaula

gijajamami

EARN $$$$ NEXT YEAR!

If you think you can sell advertisin
g we need you! Work for
the Maine Campus.
You work your own hours.
Get paid: Commision on Sales,
Bonuses & Incentives,
Expenses
Sales experience a plus. but not a
must. For more informat
application, come to the Advertis
ion and an
ing Office in the basement
of Lord Hall.
Deadl
ine - Friday, April 19.
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